
1 Indian officials will be allowed to meet detained
crew ‘soon’: Iran 

1 India will get above-average rainfall from
southwest monsoon, says IMD 

3 Maintain gap of six metres between elephants
and artists performing at Thrissur Pooram: Kerala
HC 

4 Retired judges raise concern over undermining
judiciary 

7 Gene variant tied to Parkinson’s may also show a
way to beat it 

7 Scientists grasp at straws to save corals from fish 

8 New data law, a barrier to journalistic free speech 

9 India’s Arctic imperative 

9 What share of global CO2 emissions come from
aviation? 

10 Siachen: 40 years of Op Meghdoot 

11 How does hydrocarbon extraction happen? 

12 March wholesale price inflation quickens to 3-
month high of 0.53% 

12 Number of unicorns in India’s start-up ecosystem 
to rise by a fifth in FY25 

13 TEPA’s IP encroachment: A new barrier to
indigenous innovation 

14 Taliban ‘committed’ to protecting rights of
Hindus, Sikhs 

1 Above normal rainfall in most parts of country:
IMD monsoon forecast

5 Will allow Indian officials to meet 17 crew
members: Iran

5 Complying with top court orders, Centre makes
‘deemed’ forest reports public

8 HC quashes man’s PSA detention: DM can’t
parrot cop version, India not a police state

8 Certain factions trying to undermine judiciary: 21
retired judges write to CJI

8
HC pulls up ED for taking sr citizen’s statement
after midnight: ‘Right to sleep basic
requirement’

9 WPI hits 3-mth high of 0.53% in Mar

9 Mar trade deficit at 11-mth low; FY24 goods
exports shrink 3%

9 Iran-Israel escalation could cast shadow on
India’s oil trade

10 Spectre of retaliation

11 Religion is for adults only

13 Tamil Nadu’s decentralised industrialisation
model

13 A&N Islands, through a strategic lens

13 How 2,000 senior women from Switzerland won
a landmark climate case
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